Yamaha 650 star

Feb This left me scrambling for the choke which is located under and towards the rear of the
tank, inside your left leg. There was probably a few bemused drivers watching me frantically
grabbing my crotch trying to get that choke off, wondering what was going on. The choke is
easily accessible off the road, but less so when riding. Having spent two weeks riding the XVS
as my everyday ride, including freeway commutes, twisties, crawling through traffic, two-up and
various photo shoots I was left impressed with this LAMS offering. This is just what Yamaha
had available, but I much prefer the styling of the Custom, with a cleaner and smaller tail
including pillion seat, sporty front guard, and more restrained use of chrome. The Classic does
benefit from nicer mirrors, as the Custom has the relatively ugly square items, with a tendency
to come loose. A mm seat height makes for an inviting perch for riders of almost any height,
especially combined with a low centre of gravity. The air-cooled OHC V-twin powerplant offers
40hp and Keeping an eye on the speedo will also be most easily done with a half face helmet, so
you can simply glance down with no chin section in the way. Doing so with a full face helmet
requires a lot more head movement. The cc 40 cubic inch V-twin powerplant is small capacity by
cruiser standards, but top of the LAMS cruiser category. The V-Star is as at home in crawling
traffic as it is doing an urban commute or having a cruise through the twisties. Brakes are basic,
with a single disc front and drum rear, however the rear is powerful and capable of plenty of
around-town duties in conjunction with engine braking, and combined the two will bring the
XVS to a relatively rapid stop â€” for a cruiser. Suspension is also basic but does the job and at
around 70kg my main complaint was the rear shock struggling over sharp bumps at low speed.
Cross-laced spoked wheels are a 19in front and 15in rear, and take tubed tyres. The rear brake
is a mm drum system. Standard tyres were good in the dry and offered good grip and feel when
warm, while still providing confidence in the wet conditions we had for some of the test period. I
could lock up the rear if I really tried and get a squeak out of that rear tyre as it momentarily lost
grip, while probably the most noticeable negative feedback I got from the bike was when it
would track along inconsistencies or grooves in the road. The V-Star has strong torque from
down low through the rev range and a five speed gearbox is mainly noticed on the freeway. With
this said the benefits of ABS would be smaller on a machine like this for various reasons, in
comparison to say a regular LAMS sportsbike or nakedbike. Regardless of the conditions the
V-Star offers a relaxed but fun ride, with enough torque to have some fun and get the blood
flowing. Claimed power: 40hp[ Suspension: 41mm aluminium telescopic forks, mm travel,
Link-type rear shock, preload adjustable, 86mm travel. Dimensions: Wheelbase: mm Seat
height: mm Overall height: mm Overall width: mm Overall length: Ground clearance: mm.
Instruments: Tank mounted single analogue dash, speedo, trip meter, indicator, engine, neutral,
highbeam lights. I run this in my Classic all the time with no problems. This literally takes 2
minutes, a 6 inch piece of small hose, a plastic water bottle to catch the fuel which I pour back
into the tank and is no bother at all. I am away from home a minimum of 6 months of the year
every other month and I have never had any problems with the bike starting and running after
adopting this strategy. I did take apart and clean the carbs when I bought the bike and there was
a lot of gunk that needed to be dealt with. I routinely take the bowls off occasionally just to
check and have never found any gunk while doing this. When I park the bike before I leave for a
month I top off the tank to prevent rust and water condensation in the fuel. So far it has worked
like a charm. Hi John, thanks for the info. What is it worth? Georgina, they are a very popular
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Recent Articles New Product: Leatt 7. Bartol cc GP Racer. Huge bang for your buck. Beautiful,
old-school hot rod styling, lightweight, easy handlingâ€¦. The V-Star Custom features lots of
chrome, luminous paint, a bobtail rear fender, and the convenience of a clean, quiet shaft drive.
Beautifully chromed and polished cc cubic-inch , air-cooled, SOHC, 2 valves per cylinder, 70
degree, V-twin cranks out torquey low- and mid-range power for smooth cruising performance.
Maximum torque occurs at a low 3, rpm. Industry-leading fit and finish features rich, lustrous
paint and extensive chrome accents creating a machine as stunning as it is powerful. It does
not include the weight of options or accessories. Wet weight is useful in making real-world
comparisons with other models. Powered by his TE [â€¦]. You must be logged in to post a
comment. News Ticker. Beautiful, old-school hot rod styling, lightweight, easy handlingâ€¦ The
V-Star Custom features lots of chrome, luminous paint, a bobtail rear fender, and the
convenience of a clean, quiet shaft drive. About Michael Le Pard Articles. Owner and Founder of
Total Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total

Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach out million people has been incredible
but I could not have done it without the support of my visitors, readers and members, thank you
so much! You are making a difference to millions of riders worldwide. Thank you. Previous
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produced under Yamaha is a popular range of "Harley-Davidson clone" cruiser motorcycles.
The V-Star lineup is particularly popular due to the lower cost as compared to their larger
displacement siblings. V-Star s are also popular due to their low seat height and lighter weight,
making them less intimidating for beginner motorcyclists as well as smaller riders. There are a
number of performance alterations and modifications that can be done, from inexpensive to
expensive. Star motorcycles provide a number of performance parts for the V-Star These
include Arlen Ness performance air filters and lighter-weight replacement parts. Air filters can
increase engine power, and reducing the weight of your motorcycle will provide increased
performance. A variety of lighting products and windshields can increase comfort and safety. A
variety of performance alterations can be made to the V-Star 's exhaust. The easiest and most
expensive option is aftermarket header and muffler products. These are typically bolt on and are
easy to install. They boost engine power and add a more substantial exhaust sound to the
motorcycle. Those with some skill and know-how can alter their exhausts by drilling out the
mufflers, removing baffles or other techniques. Check with your municipality before performing
any exhaust modifications to ensure you are not violating any laws. The intake on the V-Star
can be altered to increase performance. The easiest method is to install an aftermarket air filter
to allow more air into the engine, thereby increasing power. You can also modify the air box to
increase air flow. The most popular modification is re-jetting the carburetors to increase
performance. Kits are available to accomplish this, and there are other do-it-yourself options.
Carburetor modifications are difficult to perform and require some knowledge and manual
dexterity. The V-Star 's handling can be improved by setting up your suspension for your
weight. You can do this on your own, or motorcycle shops can do a custom set-up. You can
also install progressive springs in the front shocks, longer forks or do a suspension swap to
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